In mathematical foundation of quantum mechanics, one tries to formulate the basic axioms in a form which allows sorne direct physical interprétation and then mathematically dérive the Hubert space structure for the description of quantum mechanics. We présent here one such axiomatization in terms of the geometry of the set of ail states.
The notion of a mixture of physical states naturally arises from the probabilistic (but not necessarily quantum mechanical) description of the resuits of physical measurements and an application of Tychonof Theorem shows the existence of a theory witb a compact convex set of states among physically équivalent théories in the sensé of Haag and Kastler (but not necessarily in the C*-algebra framework). Thus we deal with a compact convex set Κ of states (in a locally convex Hausdorff topological real vector space).
In ord^r ho avoid topological complication, we 11mit our attention to a finite dimensional K. We shall imbed Κ in a hyper-plane H = {(p 6 V; e(<f) = l} In a real vector space V such that e^O 1s in the dual of V and KaiTInely span H. The cone
is then a convex cone, making V a base-ordered space. ont with the probability ρ(φ) when the state cp is sent in.
The follwoing is then a natural axiomatization of this physical concept. 
There exists a vector e in V+ whose orthogonal projection on any extremal ray of V+ has a unit length.
The vector e above is in the convex span of F and FO for every 0 face F of V+.
The proofs of aIl assertions are refered to [6J.
